VARSITY FALL SUNDAY—
FROSH IN FOURTH PLACE IN
INTERCOLLEGATES MONDAY

ENGINEER SOCCER
TEAM ENCOUNTERS
WEST POINT TODAY

Lieutenants Ruled Favorite
With Seven Major N. E. Colleges
BEAVER TEAM IMPROVED
Decisive Victory Over Clark
Indicates Engineers Are
At Peak

As a climax to its first for midseason tour, the Engineers' soccer team has
tackled to West Point where they en-
counter the highly-touted Army elevens
this afternoon. There is much at stake
in this game for the scholarship boys
such as they have the opportunity
not only to redeem themselves for the
easy season defeats but to declare the
season conclusively successful by win-
ing today.

The Army team has made a very far
more difference showing this year and
has, by far, the most-vocal support the
Engineers have ever faced. According
to comparisons across the football
continent the Engineers do not have a
dose chance in the world to down the
Leopards, and only the fans do not
over the Board by a score of 18 to 3, to
surprise to superiority West Point
earlier in the season. Spring
by the Engineers, each
of the New England with victories over Dart-
mouth, New Hampshire State, and
Worcester Tech, beat the Army
team in which shows that the West
Points are by no means invincible.

Have Hit Their Stride
Scores are not a true barometer,
are based on the status of the sta-
tus of the Engineer soccer team. True,
the early part of the season witnessed sev-
eral decisive defeats but the team had
not really gotten under way. They were
not playing together, and did not show
their real form until the last period of the
first informal game with Har-
vard played on Turf Field. From this
time on the team improved by leaps
and bounds and the scoring punch
which was lacking earlier in the sea-
son came to the fore.

(Continued from Page 4)

RICK IS FIRST MAN
HOME FOR VARSITY

Finishes in Fourth Place—
Rooney Third Tech Man
To Cross Line

(Continued from Page 1)
behind, having relied himself with
poor move
diachy

Allied with victory the Harvard
and dynamic form began their final
battle. Coming into the stretch each
leaderhead his stride, in new, now,
the other took the lead. Fifty yards
from the tape the Crimson wonder
shot forward. Lfts a flash the wearer
of the Crimson was after him but it
was too ham, the Harvard man was
crossed the final mark a winner by
inches.

Grimes
Third
Crimson
Luttrell trained his leader closely,
coming in. The remaining of the
battle for the honors but they could
not show to advantage in such a first
race.

The score really does not do justice
to the Institute team as they were
flying high each of the way. Mar-
vels Hig was the heart of the team
the second and the third. They were
bunched closely enough together
when the Engineers hit the tape the
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